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An accessible guide to mathematical calculation reveals the secrets of rapid
mental calculation, memorization, and other feats of the mind, with tips on how to
add, subtract, multiply, divide, and work with fractions, squares, and cube roots.
Original. 15,000 first printing.
KS2 Maths Mental Workout - Book 4, Level 3
Mental maths workbook is a series of three workbooks suitable for middle school
and secondary students. The workbooks support any mathematics program as
the activities cover all strands: Working Mathematically, Number, Algebra,
Chance and Data, Measurement, and Space. Mental maths workbook provides:
comprehensive cover of all strands of mathematics; opportunities to practise and
consolidate mathematics concepts; a structured daily program for a complete
year; a recording space for each day; and accompanying teachers guide with
answers and supporting information.
This is part of a progressive course of mental maths, designed to fit in with
current maths schemes and covering both oral and mental maths. Pupils work
through one double-page spread per week: the right-hand page contains five
photocopiable activities and there are ten-minute oral maths acitivies.
How to calculate almost anything in your head.Did you know that it's easier to
add and subtract from left to right, rather than the other way round?You can be
taught to square a three-digit number in seconds. Learn how to perform lightning
calculations in your head, discover methods of incredible memorisation and other
feats of mental agility. Learn maths secrets for the real world, from shopping to
calculating a restaurant tip and figuring out gambling odds (or how much you've
won). Learn how to solve sudoku faster.
Develops pupils' mental skills in a variety of inventive ways. Mental Maths 2
provides practice for mental mathematics, and encourages children to think about
all aspects of number. As well as questions of recall involving all areas of the
mathematics curriculum, and basic mental manipulation, there are problems to
intrigue and fascinate children. Mental Maths 2 will be useful to many 8 to 9 year
olds but also for some younger and some older children.
The format of Mental Arithmetic differs from that of traditional mental arithmetic
materials in that pupils read the questions themselves, use rough paper for
workings out, and write down their answers. It provides intensive practice in all
areas of the maths curriculum.
The First Mental Arithmetic Answers book provides the correct answers to all the
questions contained in the corresponding workbook. Answers to the Check-up
tests are included, together with the photocopiable Group record sheets and an
additional photocopiable Check-up.
These simple math secrets and tricks will forever change how you look at the
world of numbers. Secrets of Mental Math will have you thinking like a math
genius in no time. Get ready to amaze your friends—and yourself—with incredible
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calculations you never thought you could master, as renowned “mathemagician”
Arthur Benjamin shares his techniques for lightning-quick calculations and
amazing number tricks. This book will teach you to do math in your head faster
than you ever thought possible, dramatically improve your memory for numbers,
and—maybe for the first time—make mathematics fun. Yes, even you can learn to
do seemingly complex equations in your head; all you need to learn are a few
tricks. You’ll be able to quickly multiply and divide triple digits, compute with
fractions, and determine squares, cubes, and roots without blinking an eye. No
matter what your age or current math ability, Secrets of Mental Math will allow
you to perform fantastic feats of the mind effortlessly. This is the math they never
taught you in school.
"New wave mental maths is a series of student workbooks, written to provide a
comprehensive and structured daily mental maths program for students in
Australian primary schools."--Foreword.
At a time when more and more of what people learn both in formal courses and
in everyday life is mediated by technology, Learning Online provides a muchneeded guide to different forms and applications of online learning. This book
describes how online learning is being used in both K-12 and higher education
settings as well as in learning outside of school. Particular online learning
technologies, such as MOOCs (massive open online courses), multi-player
games, learning analytics, and adaptive online practice environments, are
described in terms of design principles, implementation, and contexts of use.
Learning Online synthesizes research findings on the effectiveness of different
types of online learning, but a major message of the book is that student
outcomes arise from the joint influence of implementation, context, and learner
characteristics interacting with technology--not from technology alone. The book
describes available research about how best to implement different forms of
online learning for specific kinds of students, subject areas, and contexts.
Building on available evidence regarding practices that make online and blended
learning more effective in different contexts, Learning Online draws implications
for institutional and state policies that would promote judicious uses of online
learning and effective implementation models. This in-depth research work
concludes with a call for an online learning implementation research agenda,
combining education institutions and research partners in a collaborative effort to
generate and share evidence on effective practices.
Providing plenty of opportunities to improve KS2 mathematical skills, this Maths
activity book offers lots of mental maths skills practice and is perfect for use at
home. Tailored towards Key Stage 2, this Mental Maths activity book provides a
fun way to test maths understanding and improve various maths skills. Included
in this book: * Progress charts to help children track progress * Parental notes to
support learning at home * Weekly tests to improve understanding and retention
Mental Arithmetic Teacher's Guide provides a full introduction to Mental Arithmetic, suggesting
how it may be best used. This guide is also fully compatible with Essential Mental Arithmetic.
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The cataloging and classification field is changing rapidly. New concepts and models, such as
linked data, identity management, the IFLA Library Reference Model, and the latest revision of
Resource Description and Access (RDA), have the potential to change how libraries provide
access to their collections. To prepare library and information science (LIS) students to be
successful cataloging practitioners in this changing landscape, they need a solid understanding
of fundamental cataloging concepts, standards, and practices: their history, where they stand
currently, and possibilities for the future. The chapters in Cataloging and Classification: Back to
Basics are meant to complement textbooks and lectures so students can go deeper into
specific topics. New and well-seasoned library practitioners will also benefit from reading these
chapters as a way to refresh or fill gaps in their knowledge of cataloging and classification. The
chapters in this book were originally published as a special issue of the journal, Cataloging &
Classification Quarterly.
English Skills 1 Answers summarises for teachers and other helpers the key Focus of each set
of questions and gives answers to facilitate marking. Writing task assessment sheets and
Completed proofreading tasks are also provided.
Intended for Key Stage Level 1, this book features exercises that help build children's
confidence in their mental maths skills. These exercises cover a range of key areas from the
National Curriculum such as Number Sequences, Money, Measurement, Times Tables, and
more.
Critical Theories for School Psychology and Counseling introduces school psychologists and
counselors to five critical theories that inform more equitable, inclusive work with marginalized
and underserved student populations. Offering accessible conceptualizations of each theory
and explicit links to application in practice and supervision, the book speaks to common
professional functions and issues such as cognitive assessment, school-based counseling,
discipline disproportionality, and more. This innovative collection offers graduate students,
university faculty, and practicum and internship supervisors an insightful new direction for
serving learners across diverse identities, cultures, and abilities.
This book is written to match the objectives of the new National Curriculum and features
weekly tests that provide regular mental maths practice.
Mental Maths is the maths we do in our heads without the use of calcu lators and without
writing down the calculation. Mental Maths strategies are the 'tricks' we use to do Maths is our
heads. There are different w ays of finding the answer to any Mental Maths problem, and such
strategi es are the focus of this series. Excel Basic Skills: Men tal Maths Strategies Year 2
contains: 32 units of work, wit h eight units of work for each school term. each unit is broken up
into 4 sets: A, B, C and D. Each set is on a different topic. uou will notice illustrations at the top
of nearly every page. These characters are used to convey an important strategy or step in
Mental Ma ths. each page of Mental Maths has an extra practice section in the lower part
which will give the student further practice in a concep t. The illustrations help explain the
concepts and strategies that could be used to answer the questions. answers are provided in
the m iddle of the book
Guided Math Lessons in Kindergarten provides detailed lessons to help you bring guided math
groups to life. Based on the bestselling Guided Math in Action, this practical book offers 16
lessons, taught in a round of three—concrete, pictorial and abstract. The lessons are based on
the priority standards and cover fluency, word problems, counting and cardinality, and place
value. Author Dr. Nicki Newton shows you the content as well as the practices and processes
that should be worked on in the lessons, so that students not only learn the content but also
how to solve problems, reason, communicate their thinking, model, use tools, use precise
language, and see structure and patterns. Throughout the book, you’ll find tools, templates
and blackline masters so that you can instantly adapt the lesson to your specific needs and
use it right away. With the easy-to-follow plans in this book, students can more work effectively
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in small guided math groups—and have loads of fun along the way! Remember that guided
math groups are about doing the math. So throughout these lessons you will see students
working with manipulatives to make meaning, doing mathematical sketches to show what they
understand and can make sense of the abstract numbers. When students are given the
opportunities to make sense of the math in hands-on and visual ways, then the math begins to
make sense to them!
An experienced math teacher shares the 250 10-minute quizzes he developed that helped
boost his students' mental math skills and their scores on standardized tests. Topics covered
include addition, subtration, multiplication, division, numeration, patterns, percents, ratio,
rounding, prime numbers, geometry and much more. Includes ready-to-use, reproducible
answer sheets. Geared to the NCTM standards. For use with Grades 4-8.
KS1 Mental Maths Workout - Book 2, Level 2
First Mental Arithmetic provides carefully graded questions that develop children's essential
mathematics skills. A downwards extension of the Schofield & Sims bestseller Mental
Arithmetic, the books contain a Language of Maths glossary to develop number vocabulary
and three check-ups assess understanding.
First Mental ArithmeticSchofield & Sims Limited

Based on Continuous and Comprehensive Evaluation (CCE) System The book covers
the syllabus prescribed by the NCERT and it goes beyond to assist the child to make
meaningful interaction with the syllabus.The set is linked with the Learning Composite
Mathematics as well as the Composite Mathematics in a very broad way, the series of
mathematics books published by S.Chand. Generally the problems are to be done
orally. In some cases pencil and paper may be used. The set is designed to address:
Open-ended problems, Multi-answer problems, Supportive to revision practices, Skills
of reasoning & logical thinking deductively and inductively, Intuitively guessing the
solution of problems, Visiting and revisiting concepts.
The author, Yusnier Viera, has several World Records in Mental Calculation and has
appeared in prestigious TV channels like CNN & ABC. He starred in the Discovery
Channel show "Super Human Lab" in 2012. Viera is willing to teach all his secrets to
calculate mentally.
KS2 Maths Mental Workout - Book 5, Levels 3-4
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